Estimation of the individual firing frequencies of two neurons recorded with a single electrode.
When monitoring neurons with a single extracellular electrode, it is common to record action potentials from different neurons. A recurring problem with such recordings is to identify which neuron is active. Sorting spikes into separate classes is possible if each neuron discharge spikes differing by their shapes and sizes. However, this approach is not applicable when the spikes are indistinguishable. In this paper, we develop a method for estimating the respective firing frequencies of two neurons, producing indistinguishable spikes. It is based on the fact that, when a neuron fires a spike, there is an interval of time during which the probability of generating a second spike is very low. If a spike occurs during this 'silent period', it is likely to be generated from another neuron and the number of occurrences of such 'doublets' can be used to estimate the respective frequencies of two spike trains. We demonstrate here that a simple relation holds between the frequency of doublets d, the respective frequencies of the two neurons A and B, fA and fB, and a chosen value Delta shorter than the silent period, d=2fAfBDelta. This relation holds for a wide class of firing processes. We used this method to analyze responses from Drosophila taste sensilla. We first checked if the method was consistent with results obtained with stimuli that elicit responses of two taste neurons firing distinguishable spikes. We then applied this method to the study of a pair of taste neurons involved in the coding for salt taste in Drosophila melanogaster.